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Abstract. This note is an announcement of the author's recent work on analysis of 
the complex Green operator for CR line bundles over compact Levi-flat manifolds. 
We explain a special but interesting example, the unit tangent bundle of hyperbolic 
Riemann surface with leafwise pluricanonical bundle, where Sobolev estimates for 
complex Green operator hold up to certain order, but fail to the order above. 
1 Introduction 
The aim of this study is to develop function theory on Levi-flat manifolds: 
Definition 1.1. An odd-dimensional smooth manifold M is said to be Levi-fiat if it 
admits a real codimension one smooth foliation F = {仏｝入EA,called the Levi J oliation of 
M, endowed with leafwise complex structure, namely, a smooth bundle map J: T F→ TF 
such that JIT L入givesan integrable complex structure of the leaf仏 foral入EA.
Definition 1.2. A measurable function f: M→ 艮issaid to be CR ifits restriction on 
any leaf仏 isholomorphic. 
The simplest example of Levi-flat manifolds is the direct product Xx股ofa complex 
manifold X with the real line恥.In this case, function theory on this Levi-flat manifold 
is just that on the complex manifold X with real parameter. When the Levi foliation F 
has non-trivial dynamics, however, we will see subtle interaction between function theory 
on the leaves of F and transverse dynamics of F. 
The starting point of this study is the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3 (Inaba [6]). Let M be a compact Levi-fiat manifold. Then, any CR function 
which is continuous on M must be constant on al the leaves. In particular, when the Levi 
foliation has a dense leaf, any continuous CR function must be constant on M. 
Hence, when M is compact and the Levi foliation F has a dense leaf, function theory 
on M is expected to be similar to that on compact complex manifolds. Therefore, itwould 
be natural to study "CR meromorphic functions", which is formulated as CR sections of 
CR line bundle in this note (see [3] for the subtlety appearing in defining CR meromorphic 
functions). 
Definition 1.4. A smooth C-line bundle B on M is said to be CR line bundle if it 
is covered by a system of smooth local trivializations whose transition functions are al 
smooth CR. A section of B is said to be a CR section if it is CR in the local trivializations. 
Then, we have the following analogue of Kodaira's embedding theorem. 
2Theorem 1.5 (Ohsawa-Sibony [9], see also Ohsawa [8], Hsiao-Marinescu [5]). Let M 
be a compact Levi-fiat manifold, and B a CR line bundle. Suppose that B is positive, 
namely, B admits a smooth hermitian metric whose curvature form on any leaf is positive 
definite everywhere on the leaf Then, for any given k EN, there is n = n(k) E N such 
that for any m 2'. n, 
• The space of Ck-smooth CR sections of BRm is infinite dimensional; 
• The bundle BRm is Ck-very ample, namely, we may pick Ck-smooth CR sections 
of BRm, say, so, s1, .. , sN, so that the ratio [so : s1: ・ ・ ・:s刈： M→ (CJP'N is an 
embedding. 
This follows from a Sobolev esimate of complex Green operator, which we shall explain 
in§3. An interesting point of this theorem is that the tensor power order n(k) required to 
get a plenty of Ck-smooth CR sections of BRm, m 2: n(k), does depend on the regularity 
k, as a previous study of the author revealed. 
Theorem 1.6 ([1]). There is an example of a compact Levi-fiat manifold M, and a CR 
line bundle B over M for which the following statement holds: for any n E N, there exists 
k = k(n) EN such that 
• Any Ck-smooth CR section of BRn automatically becomes C00-smooth; 
• The space of Ck -smooth CR sections of BRn is finite dimensional; 
• We cannot make an embedding [so: s1 : • • • : s刈： M→ (CJP'N by picking Ck -smooth 
CR section s0, s1, .. , sN of B臼
Especially, we cannot make C00 -smooth CR projective embedding of M by using sections 
of the powers of B in this example. 
Roughly speaking, Theorem 1.5 says that if the bundle BRn has enough positive 
curvature and if we only look at CR sections of low transverse regularity, we always have 
a plenty of (actually, infinite dimensionally many) sections regardless of the dynamics of 
F. Theorem 1.6 says that if we require CR sections to have better and better transverse 
regularity, then, a "phase transition" happens on some threshold line that reflects the 
dynamics of F, beyond which the space of our CR sections shrinks to a finite dimensional 
vector space and shows rigid behavior. Figure 1 isthe "phase diagram" summarizing this 
phenomenon. 
The goal of this note is to explain this "phase transition" in detail for a special but 
interesting example, the unit tangent bundle of hyperbolic Riemann surface equipped with 
with leafwise pluricanonical bundle, which we explain in§2. In§3, we discuss its relation 
with Sobolev estimates of complex Green operator, from which Theorem 1.5 follows. In 
§4, we explain the threshold line of this example (Theorem 2.6) by describingび CR
sections in certain Fourier series, which is an application of the techniques developed in 
the author's recent work [2]. 
Remark 1. 7. Typical non-trivial examples of Levi-flat manifolds arise as Levi-flat real 
hypersurfaces in complex manifolds, in particular, invariant real hypersurfaces of (singu-
lar) holomorphic foliations, which is the reason why Levi-flat manifolds have attracted 
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Figure 1: The space of Ck-smooth CR sections of B0n in the example of [1] 
people working in several complex variables and/or topology of foliations. In particular, 
it has been conjectured since 1980s that there is no smooth compact Levi-flat real hy-
persurface in complex projective plane (['.JP'叫whichis an important part of exceptional 
minimal set conjecture: any leaf of a singular holomorphic foliation F of (['.!P'2 must have 
an accumulation point in the singular locus of F. Note that exceptional minimal set 
conjecture is a complex counterpart of celebrated Poincare-Bendixson's theorem. Several 
papers had claimed to solve the non-existence problem of Levi-flat real hypersurface in 
(['.JP'叫butup to 2018, no complete proof has been given. Interested readers are referred 
to [7] for the status of papers published before 2008. 
2 Unit tangent bundle of Riemann surface 
In this section, we shall give an explicit example to which both Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 are 
applied. 
Let~be a compact Riemann surface of genus > 1. We endow~with the hyperbolic 
metric denoted by g. By Koebe-Poincare uniformization theorem, the universal covering 
of~is isomorphic to the unit disk I) and we may regard~as the quotient space of I) 
by a Fuchsian group r, which is isomorphic to the fundamental group 叫~). Since each 
element of r isa linear fractional transformation, r also acts on the unit circle S1, hence, 
on the direct product I) x 81 diagonally. Since this action of r on I) x 81 preserves the 
foliation {I) x { t}}tE81, the quotient space M := I) x 8リ「 becomesa compact Levi-flat 
3-fold. 
By the first projection, we have a map 1r: M→ ~= 1)/f, which gives the structure 
of circle bundle to M. This is actually the unit tangent bundle of~-
Proposition 2.1. The Levi-fiat 3―fold M is isomoryhic to the unit tangent bundle 8T~ 
of hyperbolic surface~as a circle bundle over~-
4Proof. For each unit tangent vector Vp E TpE, p E区 considerthe complete geodesic 
冗：股→ E with initial velocity唸(0)= Vp- We take an arbitrary lift of rvp to the 
universal covering ]D) and obtain元：股→ID. The image元（股） is an arc or segment that 
is perpendicular to the unit circle S1, hence, limt→ +oo冗 (t)E S1 exists. Using this, we 
obtain a bundle map 
STE→ M=IDxSリf, Vp→ [ (元(0),肛00元(t)l 
and we can easily see that this map is an isomorphism. 仁l
Remark 2.2. The Levi foliation of M agrees with the unstable foliation of the geodesic 
flow of~-
Applying Theorem 1.3 to M, we know that any continuous CR function Mis constant 
since the Levi foliation of M has a dense leaf. We can say more from a classical theorem 
on the dynamics of the geodesic flow of~, Hopf's ergodicity theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 (Hopf [4]). The geodesic flow of~is ergodic with respect to the Liouville 
measure. In other words, the diagonal action of r on 81 x 81 is ergodic with respect to 
its Lebegues measure. 
Proposition 2.4. Any bounded CR function on M is constant almost everywhere. 
Proof. Let f be a bounded CR function on M = ][)x 81 /r. This yields a bounded CR 
function F on ][) x 81 that is invariant under the action of r. Since for each t E 81, 
F(・, t) is~bounded holomorphic function on][), Fatou's theorem gives its boundary value 
function F on 81 x 81 which is a bounded measura~le function almost everywhere defined. 
From Theorem 2.3, this boundary value function F must be constant almost everywhere, 
and it follows that F is constant on almost al leaves and so is f. ロ
Now consider a CR line bundle over~given by the pull-back bundle B := 1r* KE, 
where KE denotes the canonical line bundle, i.e., the cotangent bundle of~- The dual 
metric of the hyperbolic metric g gives a hermitian metric g―1 of KE and it is positively 
curved on~- This metric g―1 induces a hermitian metric of B, stil denoted by g―1, and 
since B =が応 isa pull-back bundle, the metric g―1 ispositively curved on any leaf 
of the Levi foliation of M. We are going to explain that this B→ M enjoys not only 
Theorem 1.5 but also Theorem 1.6 in the following sense. 
Definition 2.5. A CR section s of B0n is said to be H尺kE N, if for any p E~, its 
restriction slMP on the fiber MP :=戸(p)belongs to H悩）， theL2-Sobolev space of 
order k. Here we used a trivialization B門Mp~Mp X 81 for B0n = 7r* K鬱isa pull-back 
bundle. 
Theorem 2.6. The space of Hk CR sections of B0n is infinite dimensional if and only 
if n 2:k + l.
The proof for Theorem 2.6 will be sketched in§4. Before that, we would like to explain 
its relation with Sobolev estimates of complex Green operator on M in the next section. 
53 Complex Green Operator 
In this section, we discuss the relation between Sobolev estimates of complex Green op-
erator and the existence of CR sections of prescribed transverse r竺gularity.
We usually use the Cauchy-Riemann eq叫 ion,also called the 8-equation, on complex 
manifolds to produce holomorphic functions or sections with prescribed properties. On 
Levi-flat manifolds, we use the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equation, which is just the 
leafwise恥 quation,to produce CR sections. We restrict ourselves to explain this general 
procedure in our special case. 
Let Mand B→ M be the example explained in§2. We denote by (z, t) the coordinate 
of the covering space lI) x 81 of M = lI)x 81 /r, and identify sections of BRn with f-invariant 
differential forms on lI) x 81 in the form of 
u = u(z, t)(dz)Rn. 
We denote the space of smooth section of BRn by n°,0(M, BRn). Similarly, leafwise (0, 1)-
forms valued in BRn are f-invariant differential forms on lI) x 81 in the form of 
v = v(z, t)(dz臼疇，
and we denote the space of smooth leafwise (0, 1)-forms valued in B0n by n°,1(M, B0n). 
The tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator如： no,o(M, B@n)→9゜，1(M,B0n) is given by 
枷
如U=面(z,t)(dz)⑭賃直
Note that如u= 0 isequivalent to say that u isCR. 
We use the hyperbolic metric 
2idz八d乞
g = g(z)idz I¥ d芝：＝
(1-lzド）2
on~= !Dl/r, and a transverse measure of the Levi foliation given by 
dt 1 -lzl2 dt 1 -lzl2 
μ=μ(z, t)五:= It-z12五（＝炉0-zl2d0, t = ei0) 
to metrize these two spaces of B紅 valuedforms. We define the inner products 
〈U1墨2〉O,n:=l〈U1位〉，dV:=j妬 (z,t)匹 (z,t)g(z)-ndV 
〈Vぃ砂〉〉O,n:=l〈Vぃ叫dV:= JM附(z,t)巧(z,t)g(z)―(n+l)dV 
M 
for Uj E炉 0(M,B0n) and Vj E n°•1(M, B0n) where dV := g八μ.
The completion of Dp,q(M, B0n) with respect to the corresponding L2-norm 1・lo,n is de-
noted byい (MB0n). We consider the maximal closed extension of如 onL0,0(M, B0n), 
stil denoted by如， anddenote its Hilbert adjoint by的．
Ohsawa and Sibony [9] established the Nakano identity on Levi-flat manifolds and 
obtained the L2-vanishing theorem of Akizuki-Nakano type. In our case, their theorem 
guar皿 teesthat the tangential Cauchy-Riem皿 nequation is always L2-solvable. 
6Proposition 3.1 (cf. [9, Proposition 1]). For any n EN and v E£0,1(M, BRn), there is 
a solution u E£0,0(M, BRn) to如U=V.
Proof. The Nakano identity of Ohsawa and Si bony yields a priori estimate 
図噂，n2 J~ が(-logg―(n-l) (z)μ(z, t) 1 
M9 OZ街
噂dV= (n -1 + 2)11vll6,nえlvll,n
for v E n°,1(M, BRn). By the standard argument, this implies the desired L2-solvability. 
仁l
Corollary 3.2. For any n 2 2, the space ofび CRsections of BRn is infinite dimensional. 
Proof. Take a non-trivial holomorphic 1-form s0 E H0(~, K叫andregard s0(= s0 o 1r, 
more precisely) as a smooth CR section of B =ずK2e.Pick a zero p E~of s。andwe 
consider arbitrary smooth function s(t) defined on the fiber Mp'::::'S1. We shall find a L2 
CR sections of BRn such that s(p, t)(dz)Rn = s(t)(dz)Rn. 
To do this, we first make a smooth extension u E S1゜,0(M,BRn) by 
u = u(z, t)(dz)Rn := x(z)s(t)(dz)Rn 
on R x S1 where R is a fundamental region of~in lD and x: lD→ [O, 1] is a smooth 
function satisfying 
x(z) := {1(〇さ lz-pl:;c) 
0 (lz -Pl :;> 2c) 
for O < E≪l. We extend u on lDJ x S1 so that it is f-invariant. Although this u itself is 
not CR, we may modify this u to be CR. Since如uhas support in {c < lz -Pl < 2€}, 
where s0 has no zero, 恥u/s0is a well-defined smooth (0, 1)-form_on M v叫uedin BR(n-l). 
From Proposition 3.1, we have u1 Eび(M,BR(n-l)) such that 8M附＝如u/s0, that is, 
如 (u-u1s0) = 0. Therefore, we obtained the desired sections:= u -u1s0, and we have 
produced infinite dimensionally many L2 CR sections of BRn . ロ
We define the Kohn Laplacian□ M=如沈 onL0•1(M, BRn) with 
Dom(口辺：= {v E L0•1(M,B®n) Iv E Dom(8~),i応v E Dom(8い｝．
From Proposition 3.1, we can see that□ Mhas bounded inverse on L0•1(M, BRn), and 
we call it the complex Green operator GM. The complex Green operator GM isuseful - ・-・ since it induces the canonical solution operator知伽 givingthe solution u := aMG叩
to如u= v which has minimum L2-norm. 
In view of Corollary 3.2, to produce CR sections of given transverse regularity, it 
is enough to find a solution to the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equation having desired 
regularity. Hence, the problem is reduced to obtain Sobolev estimates of complex Green 
operator. What Ohsawa and Sibony did in [9] is exactly this. 
Theorem 3.3 (cf. [9, Proposition 1] and [5, Proposition 5.3]). For each Sobolev order 
k EN, there exists n = n(k) EN such that for any m :;> n, 
I沈vllk,mさck,mll叫 vllk,m
holds for any v E n°,1(M, BRm), where Ck,m > 0 is a constant independent of v, and 
I・I k,m is a transverse L2-Sobolev norm of order k for the sections of B臼
Corollary 3.4. For any k EN and m :;> n(k) + 1,the space of Hk CR sections of BRm 
is infinite dimensional. 
74 Description ofび CRsections 
In this section, we shall explain Theorem 2.6. Although it is closely related with Corollary 
3.4, it seems not easy to obtain the best threshold n(k) for the Sobolev estimates explicitly. 
Hence, we shall take another approach, describingびCRsections of B0n in certain Fourier 
series, based on the author's recent study [2]. 
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2. 6. Let M and B→ M be the example explained in§2. 




For eachび CRsection s = s(z, t)(dz)0n of B竺 weexpand s(z, t) in T as s(z, t) = 
LmEzsm(z)戸.Putting 
叩：= sm(z) (dz)0n 18 ( 
亭 Z 0m 
1-lzl2) 
gives smooth (n + m)-differential am E C00(~, K~+m). Since ours is CR, the differentials 
｛凸}mEZ,which we call the coefficients of s, enjoy a system of the私equations
- m-1 
秋％＝一 v'2 c,m-1R9, 
mEZ (4.1) 
where the hyp~rbolic metric g isidentified with g = 2dzRd乏/(1―lzl叩.Note that this 
system of the 8-equations is decoupled into that for { crm}mミ1:
り0"1= 0,
1 
励ー 2= --(J1 Q9 w, .. 
⑫ 




励-1=一び-2Q9 w, .... 
J2 
We shall look at the L2-norm of the coefficient am E C00(I:, K~+m) defined by 
11am闘：=! い）ドg(z)-(n-l)idz八戯．
r: 
From the well-known description 
庁 (Sり={f Eび(SりIL(l+ lml2叫 (m)l2く oo},
mEZ 
it follows that our s isHk if and only if 
I:(1+ 1ml予 llumll~< 00. 
mEZ 
8Claim 4.1. The space of Hk CR sections of BRn is infinite dimensional if n 2:k + 1.
Sketch of the prnof. We shall constructが CRsections of BRn by giving their coefficients 
｛叩}in the following two ways. 
1. For given holomorphic (n + p)-differential up E H0(I;, K~+P), p 2:1, we inductively 
define um for m 2: p+ 1 by solving the恥 quation(4.1) with the L2-minimal solution. 
We let Um= 0 form::::; p -1. Then, using the techniques developed in [2], we can 
check that II叩 II~こm-(2n+1)as m→ 00. 
2. For given eigenformび0E C00(I;, Kill of complex Laplacian万， weinductively 
define um for m :; ー 1so that the a-equation (4.1) holds. We let um = 0 for 
m ミ 1. Then, again using the techniques developed in [2], we can check that 
llu』 I~ 乏lml-(2n+1)as m→ -00. 
In both cases, the formal CR section s(z, t) := EmEZ sm(z)戸 (dz)Rnof BRn converges 
in L0,0(M, B⑭ n) and yields aが CRsection of BRn since n 2:k + 1.Moreover, we can 
see that bases { u P,ふ： q:0:dimHD(~,K戸） c H0(I;, K~+P) for p 2:1 and a complete system of 
eigenforms {叩}r~l C C00(I;, Kil) produce linearly independent Hk CR sections of B臼
Therefore, the space ofが CRsections of BRn is infinite dimensional. ロ
Claim 4.2. The space ofが CRsections of BRn is finite dimensional if n::; k. 
Sketch of the prnof. Let s be a Hk CR section of BRn. Suppose that there is j E N 
such thatびj=J O orび-j=J 0. Then, by comparing the coefficients {叩}of s with the 
construction in Claim 4.1, we can show that llu』 I~ え1ml―(2n+l)as m→ oo or m→ -oo 
respectively, and it follows that this sis not Hk since n::; k. Hence, Uj must vanish when 
jヂ0and s must be the pull-back of a holomorphic n-differential u。onI;. Therefore, the 
space of Hk CR sections of BRn is finite dimensional. ロ
These two claims complete the proof of Theorem 2.6. 仁l
We conclude this note with the implication of Theorem 2.6 to Sobolev estimates of 
complex Green operator. 
Corollary 4.3. The Sobolev estimate in Theorem 3.3 fails if m :=;k -1. 
Proof. If the Sobolev estimate holds at m = k -1, Corollary 3.4 implies that the space of 
Hk CR sections of BRk is infinite dimensio叫.This contradicts with Theorem 2.6. ロ
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